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ABSTRACT

Correct implementations of cryptographic primitives are essential
for modern security. These implementations often contain arith-
metic operations involving non-linear computations that are infa-
mously hard to verify. We present llvm2CryptoLine, an automated
formal veri�cation tool for arithmetic operations in cryptographic
C programs. llvm2CryptoLine successfully veri�es 51 arithmetic C
programs from industrial cryptographic libraries OpenSSL, wolfSSL
and NaCl. Most of the programs are veri�ed fully automatically and
e�ciently. A screencast that showcases llvm2CryptoLine can be
found at https://youtu.be/QXuSmja45VA. Source code is available
at https://github.com/fmlab-iis/llvm2cryptoline.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering→ Formal software veri�ca-
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic primitives are building blocks of modern computer
security. They are usually confronted with the most severe ad-
versarial environments compared to other programs, making their
correctness notably important. Modern cryptography relies on com-
plicated mathematics, and furthermore, should be implemented on
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real-world hardware architectures. Take the curve Curve25519 [1]
used in Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [12, 15] as an example.
It is de�ned over the �nite �eld Z2255−19. Hence even computing
the sum of two �eld elements consists of two operations, that is,
addition and modulo. Thousands of �eld arithmetic operations are
required during key generation, for instance, in OpenSSH. Note
that a �eld element in Z2255−19 is representable by at least 255 bits.
However, no computers can directly perform 255-bit arithmetic
operations. Typical implementations in 64-bit architectures em-
ploy four 64-bit or �ve 51-bit numbers to represent a �eld element.
Arithmetic over the �nite �eld is implemented on such representa-
tions and highly optimized for e�ciency. The complexity from both
mathematics and implementation makes it di�cult to conclude the
functional correctness of these cryptographic programs. Bugs are
found by formal techniques even for these basic, exhaustively tested
�eld operations [14, 21]. Formal guarantees are thus necessary.

Cryptographic primitives are generally implemented in low-level
languages like C. Numerous promising tools are available for for-
mally verifying C programs (e.g., [2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20]), many of
which are built on abstraction and/or SMT solving. Our previous
work has shown that these general-purpose C veri�cation tools
are not very suitable for cryptographic programs, since bit-precise
analysis of non-linear computations is required when verifying
the arithmetic in cryptographic programs [14]. Dedicated veri�ca-
tion techniques are demanded. CryptoLine is a domain-speci�c
language equipped with a tool for modeling and verifying crypto-
graphic assembly programs [7, 17]. We proposed in [14] to verify
cryptographic C programs via translating their intermediate repre-
sentations (IRs) extracted from the Clang compiler intoCryptoLine
programs, and then verifying them using the CryptoLine tool. We
have empirically identi�ed a core subset llvmCrypto of LLVM IR
for cryptographic programs and modeled programs representable
by llvmCrypto with the CryptoLine language.

In this paper, we present a veri�cation tool llvm2CryptoLine
for cryptographic C programs, which extends and realizes the ap-
proach proposed in [14]. Speci�cally, the approach in [14] models
IR programs with the untyped CryptoLine language [17], where
all variables and constants are unsigned and of the same bit-width.
In this work, we instead model IR programs with the typed Crypto-

Line language [7], where both signed and unsigned representations
as well as di�erent bit-widths are available. It allows to verify cryp-
tographic C programs with not only unsigned types but signed
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Figure 1: Architecture and Work�ow of llvm2CryptoLine

types, hence improving the applicability of our approach. Secondly,
we enlarge the subset llvmCrypto to support more data types (e.g.,
arrays and structures) and more instructions (e.g., signed extension
and type casting), further broadening the applicability. On the other
hand, the approach in [14] requires users to write speci�cations
in the generated CryptoLine programs, that is, to specify what
properties should be satis�ed by the CryptoLine program, thus
the IR program and the target C program. This compels users to
learn the CryptoLine language and to understand the translation
from llvmCrypto to CryptoLine. In this work, we design and
implement a speci�cation language that enables users to write spec-
i�cations directly at the LLVM IR level. It o�ers better usability
and is more friendly for beginners. Last but not least, manual in-
tervention and annotations in generated CryptoLine programs
are sometimes needed due to the limitations of the CryptoLine
tool. We develop heuristics in llvm2CryptoLine to reduce human
e�orts, hence further improving usability.

For evaluation, we have successfully employed llvm2CryptoLine
to verify 51 C implementations for arithmetic operations. They
come from cryptographic primitives in OpenSSL [18], wolfSSL [5]
and NaCl [4]. 13 of them are not supported by the approach in [14].
llvm2CryptoLine veri�es 29 out of 51 functions fully automati-
cally, and veri�es most of them within merely 1 minute.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We present llvm2CryptoLine, an automated cryptographic
C veri�cation tool that supports both signed and unsigned
types, and allows speci�cations at the LLVM IR level.

• We verify with llvm2CryptoLine 51 arithmetic C programs
from industrial libraries OpenSSL, wolfSSL and NaCl.

2 THE LLVM2CRYPTOLINE TOOL

The architecture and work�ow of llvm2CryptoLine are depicted
in Figure 1. llvm2CryptoLine accepts as inputs a speci�cation and
an LLVM IR program, which is extracted from the target C pro-
gram compiled by the Clang compiler. It then automatically outputs
whether the expected speci�cation is satis�ed by the given IR pro-
gram (“OK”), thus by the target C program, or unknown (“FAILED”).
The core of llvm2CryptoLine is the module Translator. It models
LLVM IR instructions with typed CryptoLine instructions, trans-
lating the input IR program and speci�cation to a CryptoLine

program with speci�cation that can be handled by the Crypto-

Line tool. llvm2CryptoLine then invokes CryptoLine to solve
the generatedCryptoLine problem. It answers “OK” if CryptoLine
successfully veri�es the problem. Otherwise, “FAILED” is returned
indicating that whether the speci�cation holds or not is unknown.
In this case, human intervention is needed. Users can add extra
hints about the target program by augmenting the IR program with

annotations. Or experienced users can ask llvm2CryptoLine to
output the generated CryptoLine problem and inspect it directly.

The module Translator moreover includes three important sub-
modules SpecParser, PtrHandler and Heuristics. SpecParser parses
the input speci�cation written in our speci�cation language (Sec-
tion 2.2). PtrHandler analyzes pointers and memory accesses in the
IR program, and models them using the CryptoLine language that
does not support these features (Section 2.3). Heuristics applies
heuristic rules to improve the automation of llvm2CryptoLine
(Section 2.4). That is, it reduces the burden on users of writing
annotations or investigating the CryptoLine problem.

2.1 llvmCrypto

LLVM IR is so general that programs in many languages can be
represented through dedicated compiler frontends. We have identi-
�ed in [14] a core subset called llvmCrypto for cryptographic C
programs. In this work, we further enrich llvmCrypto to support
more cryptographic programs. The llvmCrypto implemented in
llvm2CryptoLine supports data types including integers, vectors,
pointers, arrays and structures. The pointer type is restricted to only
point to integers, vectors, arrays, structures, as well as the point-
ers to these types (i.e. double pointers). llvmCrypto allows arith-
metic operations addition (add), subtraction (sub) and multiplication
(mul); as well as bitwise operations left-shift (shl), logical right-shift
(lshr), arithmetic right-shift (ashr), bitwise AND (and), OR (or) and
exclusive-OR (xor). The vector versions of these operations are
also de�ned. It moreover provides instructions insertelement and
extractelement to manipulate vectors. For memory- and pointer-
related operations, the instructions getelementptr, alloca, load,
and store are supported, where getelementptr performs pointer
arithmetic. Lastly, to accommodate C programs with signed types,
conversion operations like truncation (trunc), zero extension (zext),
sign extension (sext) and type casting (bitcast) are included. Note
that there are no control-�ow instructions such as branching in
llvmCrypto, because such instructions are avoided in typical cryp-
tographic programs for side-channel attack prevention [16].

One may notice that llvm2CryptoLine in fact veri�es the cor-
rectness of IR programs instead of C programs. The bene�ts of
this design decision are threefold. Firstly, IR code is simpler and
more structured than C code, making the analysis more manageable.
Secondly, IR code is closer to the actual executable than C code.
Verifying IR code instead of C code excludes the compiler frontend
from the trusted computing base, providing stronger guarantees on
the correctness of cryptographic programs. Thirdly, LLVM IR is
language-independent. Working at the IR level grants our approach
the extendability to verify cryptographic programs written in other
languages that can be compiled to LLVM IR (e.g., Rust and Swift).
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Num ::= · · · | −2 | −1 | 0 | 1 | 2 | · · · Width ::= 1 | 2 | · · ·

Var ::= G | ~ | I | G’ | ~’ | I’ | · · · Const ::= Num@Width

Atom ::= Var | Const

Expr ::= Atom | Expr + Expr | Expr − Expr | Expr ∗ Expr

APred ::= true | Expr = Expr | Expr ≡ Expr mod Expr | APred ∧ APred

RPred ::= true | Expr = Expr | Expr <u Expr | Expr ≤u Expr

| Expr <s Expr | Expr ≤s Expr | RPred ∧ RPred

Cond ::= APred && RPred Spec ::= { Cond } { Cond }

Figure 2: llvm2CryptoLine Speci�cation Language

2.2 Speci�cation Language

We design and implement a speci�cation language to describe func-
tional correctness properties that target programs should satisfy.
The syntax is shown in Figure 2. Atoms (Atom) are either variables
(Var) or constants (Const) with bit-widths (Width). An expression
(Expr) is an atom, or the sum, di�erence, product of expressions.
Two kinds of predicates are de�ned. An algebraic predicate (APred)
is a conjunction of equations or modulo equations. It characterizes
algebraic properties of the target program. On the other hand, a
range predicate (RPred) is a conjunction of signed or unsigned com-
parisons, describing range properties. A condition (Cond) is divided
into an algebraic part and a range part. Finally, a speci�cation (Spec)
consists of a precondition and a postcondition. A speci�cation is satis-
�ed by a program, if the program always ends in a state conforming
to the postcondition whenever it starts from a state meeting the pre-
condition [10]. llvm2CryptoLine automatically checks whether
the input IR program satis�es the input speci�cation.

It is stipulated that the variables speci�ed in the precondition
must be the parameters of the target function. Take the following
(simpli�ed) IR function from Curve25519 in OpenSSL as an example:

void @fe51_add(i64* %h, i64* %f, i64* %g)

The variables in the precondition must be h, f, or g. Typical im-
plementations of arithmetic operations in cryptography represent
mathematical elements as arrays. h, f and g here are arrays of size 5
representing �eld elements in Z2255−19. The resulting �eld element
of function fe51_add is stored in h. Our speci�cation language al-
lows C-like notation to access elements in arrays. h[0] denotes the
0th element in h. For postconditions, variables must be the func-
tion’s parameters, with or without prime symbols (’). The prime
symbol is reserved for the �nal (or output) value of a variable after
executing the function. So h’[0] denotes the value of element h[0]
when fe51_add returns. Correspondingly, a variable without the
prime stands for its initial value before executing the function.

Additionally, syntactic sugar is also available in our speci�ca-
tion language, which is not formally detailed in Figure 2 for clar-
ity. For example, the �eld element in Z2255−19 represented by h is
h[0] ∗ 251×0 + h[1] ∗ 251×1 + · · · + h[4] ∗ 251×4. That is, each element
in h denotes a 51-bit segment (or called limb) of the �eld element. It
can be written as limbs 51 [ h[0], h[1], h[2], h[3], h[4] ] for short,
or even limbs 51 h[0..4]. Similarly, if one wants to specify a range
property that each element f[8] <u 251 for 0 ≤ 8 ≤ 4, the short-
hand f[0..4] <u 251 can be used. Given = predicates ?8 ’s, a useful
alternative to ?1 ∧ ?2 ∧ · · · ∧ ?= is and [?1, ?2, · · · , ?=].

Recall that users can provide extra knowledge about the target
program as hints to aid the veri�cation by attaching LLVM IR
annotations. They are restricted to be of the form “assert Atom =

Atom”. The variables showing in the assertion must be variables of
the target program. llvm2CryptoLine will �rst check whether the
equation holds or not. If it holds, it is then utilized as an extra lemma
to verify the postcondition. Otherwise, “FAILED” is returned.

2.3 Translation to CryptoLine

The translation from speci�cations in our language to Crypto-

Line speci�cations is almost straightforward. The main di�culty
of translating LLVM IR programs to CryptoLine programs lies in
the modeling of pointers and memory, which are not supported in
the CryptoLine language. We proposed in [14] to model memory
with the notion of symbolic memory addresses, representing mem-
ory cells symbolically. Values of pointers thus can be evaluated by
symbolic execution [11]. Then the obtained symbolic values are
modeled by CryptoLine variables. The translation from IR pro-
grams to untyped CryptoLine programs has been detailed in [14].
And the translation to typed CryptoLine is very similar. We do not
repeat ourselves here. Instead, we only highlight some di�erences.

The typed CryptoLine language permits variables of di�erent
bit-widths in one program. When 64-bit and 128-bit variables coex-
ist in the IR program, llvm2CryptoLine does not need to mimic a
128-bit instruction via several 64-bit instructions as in [14]. Instead,
it models 128-bit IR instructions directly with 128-bit CryptoLine
instructions. This change reduces the sizes of generated Crypto-

Line programs, as we can see in Section 3, hence improving veri�-
cation e�ciency. Another advantage introduced by typed Crypto-

Line is revealed for the IR instructions trunc and zext. While their
source and destination types are restricted to be 64-bit or 128-bit
in [14], such restrictions are not necessary in llvm2CryptoLine.
These two instructions, as well as the new supported instruction
sext, are modeled by the type casting instruction cast in typed
CryptoLine. It is also worth mentioning that llvm2CryptoLine
supports the translation of double pointers. Based on the obser-
vation that double pointers found in cryptographic programs are
only used by load or store with no pointer arithmetic, the pointer
analysis using pointer tables [14] is extended in llvm2CryptoLine

with a structure called pointer-to-pointer table, which maps each
double pointer to the pointer it points to, keeping track of concrete
values of all double pointers during translation.

2.4 Heuristics

The CryptoLine veri�cation tool reduces a veri�cation problem
into an algebraic problem and a range problem, then invokes an
algebraic engine (computer algebra system) and a range engine
(SMT solver) to solve them respectively [7, 17]. Due to the reduction
algorithm and distinct reasoning abilities of two engines, users
are sometimes required to add annotations via the CryptoLine

instructions assert and assume to make the veri�cation succeed.
The common annotations attached in CryptoLine programs are:

assert true && 41 = 42; assume 41 = 42 && true;

The assertion asks CryptoLine to check the validity of 41 = 42
using the range engine. If it succeeds, 41 = 42 is passed to the
algebraic engine as a lemma by the assumption; Otherwise, the
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veri�cation fails. The annotations attached to the input IR program
for llvm2CryptoLine (Figure 1) are in fact translated into such
pairs of assert and assume.

We design and implement heuristics to insert annotations into
generated CryptoLine programs automatically, minimizing e�orts
from users. Besides the heuristics in [14], we implement new heuris-
tics in llvm2CryptoLine. Particularly, we develop a structure called
derivation tree to generalize the and-after-lshr heuristic in [14]. Bit-
wise operations are common in cryptographic programs. However,
algebraic engines are not good at analyzing bitwise operations. For
instance, the following pattern is used in Curve25519 in OpenSSL:

%x = and i64 %a 0x7FFFFFFFFFFFF

%y = lshr i64 %a 51

The �rst 64-bit instruction and assigns x with the low 51 bits of a.
The second one right-shifts a by 51 bits, hence y equals the high
13 bits of a. They together perform a bit-vector splitting. After
translation, the following CryptoLine snippet is generated:

and G 0 0x7FFFFFFFFFFFF; uspl ~ tmp 0 51;

The �rst CryptoLine instruction and does the same thing as the IR
instruction and. The IR instruction lshr is modeled by the Crypto-
Line instruction uspl, which splits 0 at the position 51, assigning
the high 13 bits to ~ and low 51 bits to tmp. By analysis, we know
G = tmp. The algebraic engine needs this crucial fact, but cannot
deduce it. Annotations are thus required to ask the range engine
for help. Note that both G and tmp are segments derived from 0.
Derivation trees are constructed to track derivation relations in-
troduced by bitwise operations. Our heuristics identify equality or
concatenation relations between variables by analyzing these trees.

3 EVALUATION

llvm2CryptoLine successfully veri�es 51 C implementations of
arithmetic operations in cryptographic primitives. They are from
three libraries: OpenSSL 3.0.5, wolfSSL 5.5.3 and NaCl 20110221.
The experimental results are demonstrated in Table 1. All veri�-
cation tasks are performed on an Ubuntu 20.04.3 laptop with a
2-core 3.19 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM, except for the complicated
ones (marked with “*”) on a Linux server with a 28-core 2.60 GHz
CPU and 220 GB RAM. Singular 4.1.1 and Boolector 3.2.2 are set
as engines for CryptoLine. All veri�ed functions are divided into
two categories. “auto” indicates that those functions are veri�ed
fully automatically, without human intervention. “tuned” means
that human e�orts are needed. Column ) shows the individual
veri�cation time. For the “tuned” category, column !IR gives the
sizes of extracted IR programs. Columns !CL compare the sizes of
generated CryptoLine programs from llvm2CryptoLine (“ours”)
and the approach in [14], respectively. Columns Mod are the num-
bers of manual modi�cations required to verify the functions by
llvm2CryptoLine (“ours”), thework in [14], and llvm2CryptoLine
without heuristics (“vanilla”), respectively. Note that the functions
from wolfSSL and NaCl are not supported by [14].

The results demonstrate that the veri�cation of 29 (56.9%) func-
tions is fully automatic. Most (90.2%≈46/51) of the functions can
be veri�ed with a common laptop within 1 minute. We also see
that llvm2CryptoLine generates signi�cantly smaller Crypto-
Line programs than [14], thanks to the typed CryptoLine lan-
guage. As for necessary human e�orts, it is easy to observe that

Table 1: Experimental Results

Function !IR
!CL Mod

) (s)
[14] ours vanilla [14] ours

OpenSSL ecp_nistp224.c

auto (7)
felem_di�, felem_di�_128_64, felem_mul, felem_scalar,

felem_square, felem_sum, widefelem_di�
≤ 8.71

tuned
(5)

felem_mul_reduce 98 293 138 36 46 2 21.43
felem_neg 43 105 73 21 13 4 0.59

felem_reduce 64 160 103 36 19 2 1.08
felem_square_reduce 81 242 137 36 46 10 13.87
widefelem_scalar 31 83 28 2 4 1 2.37

OpenSSL ecp_nistp256.c

auto (6)
felem_di�, felem_scalar, felem_small_sum, felem_sum,

smallfelem_mul, smallfelem_neg
≤ 3.54

tuned
(3)

felem_shrink 65 146 134 53 42 37 1.33
felem_small_mul 71 135 135 54 45 38 8.12
smallfelem_square 74 217 114 10 5 5 0.88

OpenSSL ecp_nistp521.c

auto (10)
felem_di�64, felem_di�128, felem_neg, felem_sum64,

felem_mul, felem_scalar, felem_scalar64, felem_scalar128,
felem_square, felem_di�_128_64

≤ 54.08

tuned (1) felem_reduce 138 278 266 77 54 38 2.59
OpenSSL curve25519.c

auto (2) fe51_add, fe51_sub ≤ 0.18

tuned
(4)

fe51_mul 122 350 156 29 16 4 4.51
fe51_mul121666 57 120 84 19 8 8 0.95

fe51_sq 92 256 125 19 14 4 1.85
x25519_scalar_multa 567 1262 673 131 132 37 281*

wolfSSL fe_operations.c

auto (3) fe_add, fe_sub, fe_neg ≤ 0.96

tuned
(4)

fe_mul 366 - 443 80 - 50 10928*
fe_mul121666 119 - 191 80 - 50 84.40

fe_sq 245 - 321 80 - 50 169001*
fe_sq2 255 - 331 80 - 50 253613*

NaCl curve25519.c

auto (1) fsum 0.17

tuned
(5)

fdi�erence_backwardsb 77 - 134 53 - 53 1.09
fmul 111 - 149 20 - 2 10.34

fscalar_product 52 - 73 18 - 2 0.99
fsquare 79 - 119 18 - 2 5.78
fmontyab 63 - 78 18 - 18 26.00

aOnly the Montgomery Ladderstep part is veri�ed.
bRange veri�cation is disabled due to a bug exposed in [7].

llvm2CryptoLine requires less human intervention than the work
in [14]. Comparing “ours” with “vanilla” shows that our heuristics
substantially reduce the needed manual modi�cations.

4 CONCLUSION

This paper presents llvm2CryptoLine, a cryptographic C veri�-
cation tool that reduces C veri�cation problems to CryptoLine

veri�cation problems. It successfully veri�es various arithmetic im-
plementations in real-world cryptographic libraries, illustrating its
applicability, usability and e�ciency. Its high degree of automation
makes veri�cation as simple as the push of a button in most cases.
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